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This paper describes a doctoral research plan modeling
collaborative embodied narrative improvisation, using
lifelong interactive learning to mitigate the knowledgeauthoring bottleneck. Research methodology involves
building interactive system models of the improvisation
process, public installation/exhibition, user experience
studies in public/lab settings, and ablation experiments.
The article concludes with a research timeline.
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Introduction
The creative cognition community has formally studied
creativity [8] and attempted to computationally model
it [25] in various domains. These studies have made
significant contributions to both the study of creative
cognition and the computational modeling of creativity.
However, the recent popularity of virtual reality (VR) as
a storytelling medium has emphasized the lack of
computational models of co-creativity in embodied
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Embodied Narrative:
Narratives constructed using
the affordances and
constraints of bodies situated
within their environment
Broadly, embodied narrative
includes the interaction
modalities of speech and
touch, but is used in this
article exclusively to mean
full-body free-form gestural
interaction with an
environment.
Knowledge-authoring
Bottleneck: The difficulty,
cost, and delay in acquisition
of expert knowledge followed
by its subsequent structuring
and storage so as to enable
efficient future utilization are
referred to as the knowledgeauthoring bottleneck [4].
Uncanny Valley Effect:
When robots are gradually
made to look more
humanlike, they
progressively appear more
realistic until a point at which
the subtle remaining
blemishes start to make them
look creepier progressively
[19].
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creative domains such as embodied narrative
improvisation (embodied narrative improv).
VR games and experiences are a fast-growing segment
of the digital entertainment [26] as well as training and
simulation industries [2, 21]. Naturalistic interaction in
VR, such as walking and manipulating the virtual world
using the body, supports the open-endedness of improv
experiences. Users can physically mime flipping burgers
[14] or scaling Mt. Everest [23] to do so in-game. In
contrast, non-player characters (NPCs) are limited to
small sets of animations due to the knowledgeauthoring bottleneck [4] to expanding them.
Various techniques exist in the game AI literature to
mitigate the knowledge-authoring bottleneck. However,
the flexibility and expressivity of interaction required
for embodied narrative improv makes them less
applicable. NPC movement can be learned/generated
from motion capture datasets. However, few datasets
exist for a broad set of human action and few (if any)
have formal semantics annotating how they affect the
environment. Generated movements can also appear
unnatural, exhibiting the uncanny valley effect [19].

the knowledge-authoring bottleneck involved using
lifelong interactive learning from observation and
experience. Research methodology involves modeling
the improv process computationally, interactive system
building, public installation/exhibition, user experience
studies in public/lab settings, and ablation experiments.
The article concludes with a research timeline.

LuminAI
LuminAI (formerly Viewpoints AI) is a dome-based
interactive art installation [11] where human
participants can interact expressively with virtual
characters in order to collaboratively improvise
movement-based performances. LuminAI learns what
actions it can perform and how to sequence them in
response to a collaborator’s actions [12]. Learned
actions can be flexibly reused in many different
contexts. It also learns sequences of actions by
learning Markov chains [3] from observation. This
models the improv process as a mutual coupling where
the characters and users are responding to each other.

One way to mitigate the knowledge-authoring
bottleneck for an open-ended improv system is to learn
actions and action selection knowledge from all human
users over its lifetime. This would be facilitated by a
knowledge representation that could be updated
incrementally, integrating new and prior learned
knowledge in real-time. Additionally, the user could
interactively correct learning errors.
This article describes a doctoral research plan for
modeling the collaborative improvisation of open-ended
embodied narratives. The research focuses on solving

Figure 1: LuminAI dome installation with people improvising
open-ended embodied proto-narratives with each other and
virtual characters (humanoid figures made of motes of light)
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Markov Chain: A stochastic
model for representing a
sequence of possible events
where the probability of each
event happening depends
only on the state caused by
the previous event [3].
Viewpoints: Viewpoints
theory analyzes movement
and embodied performance
along various dimensions:
tempo, duration, repetition,
kinesthetic response
(naturally timed responses to
stimuli), shape, gesture,
movement topography
(patterns of movements over
time), spatial relationships,
and architecture (the set)
[1].
Cognitive Architecture: A
software architecture that
models the fixed structures of
the mind in order to produce
intelligent behavior given the
right knowledge [15].
Episodic Memory: A type of
human memory that
remembers autobiographical
events [24].
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In addition, the installation utilizes a computational
formalization of Viewpoints movement theory [1] to
analyze the improvised scene, organize its experiences,
and aesthetically transform learned actions [12]. The
system chooses responses using multiple response
strategies within a cognitive architecture called Soar
[15] that performs the reasoning. These strategies
include repetition (to create rapport), transformation
along Viewpoints dimensions (to create novelty),
retrieval of observed movements from episodic memory
[24] that are similar in Viewpoints dimensions (to
generate aesthetically appropriate novelty), and using
the learned action Markov chains discussed before (to
follow expected patterns).
LuminAI has been publically exhibited in informal,
invited, and peer-reviewed showings. Iterative design
methodology was used, with participant feedback
incorporated after each showing. The installation has
also been formally evaluated using theoretical analysis
of authorial leverage and ablative user study [13] as
well as qualitative study during a public exhibition [16].
Given a definition of narrative as a sequence of causally
and temporally related actions, the improvised
performance in LuminAI constitutes a proto-narrative.
This is an initial step along the stated research direction
because the actions performed in it are temporally and
aesthetically related but not fully causally related. The
MImE & GENII projects address this issue.

MImE & GENII
MImE (Movement-based Improvisation Environment) is
a VR experience where a person and a virtual character
can collaboratively improvise open-ended embodied
narratives. The initial research prototype being built

enables embodied narrative improv within a larger
narrative of the protagonist and their service android
crash landing on an alien planet, damaging the
android’s memory. In order to survive, explore, and
escape, the player and their android have to perform
collaborative tasks using various objects in the
environment with the player teaching the android the
necessary skills to help complete the task. A future
version with less structure is planned, but out of scope
for the current research plan.
GENII (Graphical Embodied Narrative Intelligence &
Improvisation) is the intelligent agent for lifelong
interactive learning and virtual character control in
open-ended embodied narrative experiences such as
MImE. In order for the GENII-controlled android in
MImE to learn how to interact with the environment, it
observes the player’s interactions with it, reasons about
how the player’s physical body movements change the
state of objects in the environment and uses that to
build an inductive model of the effects of the player’s
action. It uses this model to perform an action in the
environment during collaborative tasks with feedback
from the player. GENII agents thus perform interactive
imitation learning [20] of action models [27].
The learned action models are stored in a generalized
hypergraph [10] knowledge representation. This allows
GENII to hierarchically connect the grounded percepts
it experiences to abstract concepts that are derived
from them. Sequences of human body position data
observed by the agent are stored at the lowest layer,
segmented at the next layer by the changes they cause
to the environment. The movements between each
change in the environment are sub-actions. They are
clustered together based on similarity of motion and
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Interactive Imitation
Learning: Learning skills by
imitating the movements of a
teacher, reconstructing the
goals of the example, and
using feedback to improve
[13].
Action Model: The creation
of models that predict causes
and effects of actions [20].
Generalized Hypergraph:
An extension of hypergraphs
and graphs where single
edges can connect an
arbitrary number of vertices
and edges themselves [10].
Metacognition: Regulatory
awareness and reasoning
that seeks to modulate the
agent’s own cognition [7].
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effect. Labels for prototypes of each sub-action are
crowdsourced. They are then cleaned and processed.
This is repeated for the action, composed of subactions. Given a goal state, this hierarchical action
model learned by the agent can be used to act in the
world through action planning [5]. It can also be
connected to knowledge bases for common sense [22]
and linguistic reasoning [18], or used for analogical
reasoning [9] and conceptual blending [6] in the future,
but that is out of scope for this research.
GENII also has a set of metacognitive [7] models of
creativity that evaluate the novelty, value, surprise,
and aesthetic description of knowledge (like in [17]) at
each layer of the hypergraph. This is used to filter out
low quality knowledge from the agent. This includes
ignoring bad percepts during interactive learning,
forgetting action models during system idle time, and
generating only appropriately creative responses from
sequences or combinations of learned knowledge.

Research Plan
After initial investigations into embodied narrative
improv with the LuminAI project, the author’s focus is
now on the MImE/GENII project that is ongoing with
initial prototypes being completed for the start of
summer 2017. At the time of writing, there is one
partial user task complete in MImE with associated
assets. In GENII, the motion layer learning has been
added and evaluated along with a model of motion
dissimilarity. By summer, MImE will include 2-3 openended user tasks within the crashed spaceship interior.
In GENII, this will include initial models of novelty and
value; tracking of partial object state; and motion layer
segmentation using object state changes. This will
allow baseline user evaluations and system evaluations

Figure 2: The GENII agent architecture.

in summer 2017. With results and feedback from them,
in fall 2017, the remaining MImE scenario will be added
(base camp). In GENII, novelty, surprise, value, and
aesthetic description models; full object state tracking;
and response generation with learned action models
will be completed. Spring 2018 will be spent evaluating
the system, refining it, and writing the dissertation. The
defense will be in summer 2018.
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